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16. Abstract
Significant densities of doubly charged ions exist in the discharge chambers of electron bom-
bardment ion thrusters. These ions are undesirable because they are a major plasma constituant
effecting the sputtering damage which limits thruster lifetime. It would be desirable to reduce their
density while maintaining good thruster performance. The developmenL of a model which predicts the
doubly charged ion density is discussed. The accuracy of the model is shown to be good for two dif-
iferent thruster sizes and a total of II different cases. The model indicates that in most cases more
than 80_ of the doubly charged ions are produced from singly charged ions. This result can be used to
develop a much simpler model which, along with correlations of the average plasma properties, can be
used to determine the doubly charged ion density in ion thrusters with acceptable accuracy. Two dif-
ferent techniques which can be used to reduce the doubly charged ion density, while maintaining good
thruster operation, are identified as a result of an examination of the simple model. First, the
electron density can be reduced and the thruster size then increa_ed to maintain the same propellant
utilization. Second, at a fixed thruster size, the plasma density, temperature and energy can be re-
duced and then to maintain a constant propellant utilization the open area of the grids to neutral
propellant loss can be reduced through the use of a small hole accelerator grid. The reduction in
the values of the plasma properties causes a decrease in the doubly charged ion density.
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INTRODUCTION
Electron bombardment ion thrusters are presently being considered
for use in deep space probes and for satellite stationkeeping functions.
These devices which have the advantage of very high specific impulses
also have the attendant disadvantage of low thrust densities. This low
thrust characteristic necessitates thruster operation for long periods
of time in order to accomplish typical missions (of the order of lO,O00
hours). Thruster lifetimes can be limited by the erosion of ion
chamber component parts with most of this erosion (or sputtering dam-
age) being caused by doubly charged ions. Long thruster lifetimes
therefore require control of doubly charged ion densities.
Many experiments could be performed to determine how the thruster
should be operated so that thruster performance would be good and the
doubly charged ion density would be reduced to an acceptable level.
However, these experiments would have the disadvantage of being time
consuming and cestly and the results might be applicable to ()ne size
and type of thruster only. Instead a theoretical model could be de-
veloped which would accurately predict t!0edoubly charged ion density
over a wide range of conditions and thruster sizes. This model could
be applied at low cost to determine the factors affecting the doubly
charged ion density and how they should be adjusted to reduce the
double ion density. It should also indicate what effects these changes
would have on thruster performance. Such a model has been developed
for electron bomba_dment ion thrusters and has been verified experi-
mentally for thrusters which use mercury propellant. A discussion of
the model's development and verification is presented in this paper

















Many of the assumptions and approximations used in the development
of the model are based upon a knowledge of thruster operation. This
section will briefly discuss thruster operation so that the develop-
ment of the model i_ the next section will be more easily understood.
An ion thruster has two basic tasks to perform:
I) lonization of the neutral propellant atoms.
2) Acceleration of the ions to high velocities producing thrust.
These two topics will form the basis for the discussion of thruster
operation.
Figure 1 shows a schematic for a typical electron bombardment ion
thruster. The specific type shown has a strongly divergent magnetic
field which is presently the most common type. However, the operation
(1)
of all types of electron bombardment ion thrusters is very similar
Electrons are emitted from the cathode and are drawn toward the anode
which is biased 30-40V positive with respect to the cathode, These
electrons (called primary electrons) are injected into the primary
elect_on region with an energy slightly less than that associated with
the 30-40V anode voltage. Electrons in this region are kept from going
in_ediately to the anode by a magnetic field set up between the cathode
pole piece and the anode pole piece but collisions eventually facilitate
electron diffusion across these magnetic field lines so that they can
be collected by the anode. As a result of the magnetic field co_tain-
ment tile electron density is much higher (::I0 l!cm -_) within this region
than it is outside of it, The primary electron region's boundary is
defined hy the surface of revolution of the critical (ma_]netic) field
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Figure 1 Electron Bombardment Ion Thruster Schematic
is fairly low within it, a fairly uniform electron density exists
throughout the entire region.
Neutral propellant (e.g. mercury) is injected into the upstream
end of the discharge chamber at low pressure (10 "4 torr). Most of the
interactions between electrons and neutral prop_ilant atoms take place
in the primary electron region because higher electron densities and
energies exist there. Electrons bombard the neutral atoms occasionally
knocking an outer shell electron loose from the atom forming a singly
charged ion. The production of a mercury single ion requires more than
I0 eV of energy from the incident electron. This electron and the
ejected electron then share the remainder of the energy which the in-
cident electron carried originally. This reaction results in the re-
placement of one high energy electron with two lower energy electrons
which rapidly randomize with similarly generated electrons to form a
Maxwellian electron group, lons are extracted from the plasma through
holes in the screen and accelerator grids as a result of the large po-
tential difference applied across these two grids. The rate of ion
loss through the grids times the ionic charge is called the beam
current.
Electron bombardment of atoms and ions also produces doubly
charged ions. Many of these ions are extracted from the discharge
chamber by the grids, however, some of them go to the walls. As ions
near the walls (the cathode pole piece, screen grid, etc.) they are
accelerated to high velocities by an electric field that exists at the
plasma boundary. When these high velocity ions strike the walls they
can knock atoms loose (sputter atoms) from the walls of the discharqe




walls is twice that of singly charged ions, therefore the sputtering
damage caused by a double ion is much greater than that caused by a
single ion. Double ions are thought to cause most of the sputtering
damage even though their density is typically an order of magnitude







In order to develop a simple model for determining the double ion
density in the discharge chamber only those ionic and atomic species
which were considered significant in determining the doub'le ion density
were included. The significant species were selected as those which
have substantial electron impact cross sections of formation over the
electron energy range of interest so that large numbers of these ex-
cited atoms or ions will be produced. These states also have suffi-
ciently long effective lifetimes so that they can participate in p_o-
duction processes before they decay. Only those reactions which lead
directly or indirectly to the production of double ions were incluoed.
Figure 2 is a discharge chamber reaction schematic showing these
dominant species and the reactions in which each specie can participate.
The model has been developed for thrusters using mercury propellant but
the general procedure is valid for thrusters using other propellants.
The symbols used in Figure 2 represent the following species:
Hg° - neutral ground state mercury
I
Hgm - metastable neutral mercury (63Po and 6:_P2 states)
Hgr - resonance state neutral mercury (63pi and 61pi states)
+Hg singly ionized ground state mercury
Hgm+ - singly ionized metastable mercury (6:_b_/, and 6;'D,/, states)























Figure 2 Discharge Chamber Reaction Schematic
....... IF.- -- T - _ _ --._.
The arrows in Figure 2 indicate the various interaction routes
considered in this analysis. Three different types of reactions are
indicated in this figure. The first type of reaction occurs when an
electron interacts with an atom or ion producing a more highly excited
specie. This reaction is indicated in Figure 2 by an arrow going from
one specie to another more highly excited specie (e.g. the production
of double ions from single ions). The production of a highly excited
specie also represents a loss nlechanism for the less excited specie,
The reverse reaction in which, for example, an ion captures an electron
is improbable because the reaction requires three bodies to simultane-
ously collide.
The second type of process is that of an atom or ion guing to a
plasma boundary. Such a boundary could be either the discharge
chamber wall on which the atom or ion would be de-excited or it could
be a grid aperture in which case the atom or ion would be extracted
from the discharge region. In either case this represents a loss rate
for any of the excited states. These losses to the boundary are in-
dicated in Figure 2 by the dotted lines to the wall of the chamber.
The large arrow back to the neutral ground state represents the
resupply of neutral ground state atoms either from the walls or from
the propellant supply system.
A third type ef reaction shown in Fiqure 2 is relevant only to the
two resonance states. The resonance states differ from i,etastahle
states in that they have a very sho;t !ifet:ii,le l)ernre t:hey de-excite
spontaneously by e,,itt.inq ,l photon of liflht. )(nw(_,ver, the (!n(?rgy of
this l)hot.(_n i'; .;u(:h I.h.iI. it i!, r_dily al,s_rhe,i hy a ll_,,_rhv n,.utral
(IrounH state at¢)?_l prnd_zcinq ,l_IQ_h_,r _'esnrlarl(:_.! st,Llt6! ,ItF;_',i. !.,irl(I, _IF _
"i
r io
(transport time of the photon is small compared to the excited state
lifetime the excited state can be considered to exist continuously.
Eventually the photon can diffuse to a boundary where it will be lost;
this is equivalent to the loss of a resonance state atom. This loss
mechanism is represented in Figure 2 by a dotted line conveying a
photon to the wall and a branching line going from the resonance atom
to the neutral ground state atom.
Figure 2 also shows the dominant routes for the production and
loss of all of the excited atoms and ions considered. For example,
ground state single ions can be produced as a result of electron
bombardment of neutral-ground-s_ate, resonance state, and metastable
state atoms and these single ions can be lost as a result of single
ion migration to the plasma boundary and the production of metastable
single ions and double ions by electron bombardment.
When equilibrium conditions exist in the discharge chamber the
rate of production of each specie must equal its loss rate. If, for
example, the production rate of single ions increases, the single ion
density must also increase to keep the loss rate (which is directly
proportional to the single ion density) equal to the higher production
rate. This example illustrates the fact that the equilibrium density
of any specie is determined by the associated production and loss rates.
If equations determining the production and loss rates could be de-
rived, these equations could then be solved for the equilibrium density
of any specie under consideration. The remainder of this section is
concerned with deriving equations for the production and loss mech-
anisms indicated in Figure 2 and then solving these equations for the





The first reaction to be considered is the one which produces ex-
cited atoms or ions by electron bombardment from less excited atoms
or ions. The total rate of production of any specie y from specie
(and hence the loss rate of _ due to this reaction) is given by:
RY : i f n o_(E)Ve(E ) dnedV- (I)lasma Volume E:O
where n is the density of specie _ at some point _ in the plasma,
a¥(E) is the cross section for the production of y from _ at the elec-
rJ
tron energy E(2"6), ve is the electron velocity at energy E, dne is the
density of electrons with energies between E and E + dE at r, and dV
is the infinitesimal volume element. The distribution of electrons
over the energy spectrum of an ion thruster was assumed to be composed
of a Maxwellian electron group which is described by a temperature
(Tmx -- eV) and a density (nmx -- cm"3) and a monoenergetic group
(primary electrons) which is described by an energy (Kpr "- eV) and a
density (npr -- cm-3). This type of electron distribution is generally
accepted as appropriate for electron bombardment thruster plasmas. _1'7)''
Substituting this electron distribution into Equation (1) and com-
bining terms to form new functions results in the following equation.










qY(Tmx) : f o_(E) Ve(E ) . (4)
E=O nmx
"[dnmx(E)/nmx]" is the Maxwellian distribution function and the other
terms are as defined previously.
Where possible the cross sections (_(I) required for Equations
(3) and (4) were selected from experimental data. (2'3'4) If experi-
mental data were not available, theoretical cross sections were either
obtained from the literature (5) or calculated using the Gryzinski
approximation. (6) The Gryzinski approximation was modified for the
cases of the metastable single ion production cross sections to re-
flect the significant value of the cross sections near the threshold.
The cross sections used are presented in Figure 3 along with references
indicating their origin.
Using integral equations like Equation (2) in the model would be
inconvenient because it would then be very difficult to solve for the
density of specie m (n) since n appears wlthin the integral. For
this reason it would be desirable to convert Equation (2) into a simple
algebraic equation. Fortunately the plasma is fairly uniform in the
primary electron region which is where most of the reactions take place.
This suggests using average properties in Equation (2) to obtain the
following result.
* n_r L_r * Q_ TmxR_ = n [ PY( ) + ( )] ¥ (5)
.._ _ _. nmx ,_
J
The asterisks indicate volume averaged quantities and V is the volume
of the primary electron region.
¢6
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Fiqure 3 Mercury Cross Sections
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In order to use Equation (5) to evaluate all of the production
rates the volume averaged plasma properties (npr, nmx, Cpr, Tmx) must
be determined. Comparing Equations (2) and (5) the following defini-
tions of the volume averaged properties must apply.
, , py(c*r)pn _c = f n n d_ (6)PY(Cpr )
npr _ Volume _ pr
* * Y * X(Tmx) d@n Q_(Tmx) V = f n
nmx Volume _ nmx q_
(7)
These two equations show that the volume averaged plasma proper-
ties will be weighted in some manner. In order to evaluate the
integrals, species _ and y must be chosen. The only specie density
(n) that can be determined readily is the single ion density because
plasma neutrality requires it to be approximately equal to the electron
density. Specie y must also be chosen in order to determine what PY and
Q_ to use. Figure 2 shows only two choices are possible--the singly
ionized metastable states and the doubly ionized ground state. Since
the whole purpose of the model is to determine the double ion density,
specie y was chosen as the doubly ionized ground state. Using these
choices for species _ and y, Equations (6) and (7) were rewritten in
the following form where the electron density (ne) has been used to
approximate the single ion density.
. , ++ * ++
ne npr P+ (;_'Pr)¥ = Volumef ne Ipr P+ (_pr) d_ (8)
* * -++'T* " ++
ne nmx q+ I Nix) V = Volumefne nmx Q+ (Tmx) dV
(9)
a15
The volume averaged values of the primary electron energy (_,pr)
and the Maxwellian electron temperature (Tmx) were defined as shown
in Equations (I0) and (II). These definitions were chosen because they
give reasonable values for the properties involved (i.e. these volume
averaqed values can't be greater than th_ ppak values, which was
possible with some of the other definitions).
++
f npr P+ (Cpr) dV
++ * : V°lumene (I0)
P+ (CPr) f ne d_
Volume npr
-++'T "
++ , Iolumene nmx q+ [ mx J d@
Q+ (Tmx) : (II)
ne nmx d_
Equations (8) - (II) along with Equation (12), which says the volume
averaged electron density is the sum of the volume averaged primary
and Maxwellian electron densities, can be combined to obtain the
following definitions of the remaining volume averaged plasma
properties.
ne = npr + nmx (12)
1., Ii lumene .; i.ne : :' d_ /g _0
I n dV* olume e npr
n =




I ne nmx d_ol ume (15)
' .-,
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This concludes the mathematical development for electron bombardment
reactions.
The volume averaged plasma properties must be evaluated in order
to use Equation (5) to calculate the production rates. The plasma
properties (npr, nmx, Cpr, Tmx) are measured at many points inside the
discharge chamber by a Langmuir probe. This data is then used to
evaluate the integrals in Equations (I0), (II) and (13)-(15) numerically
yielding the needed volume averaged plasma properties.
Migration Losses
The second type of process to be considered is that of an excited
atom or ion going to the plasma boundary. The equation for the plasma
boundary loss rate of a specie _ is given by:
= f n v dA
R plasma boundary
(16)
where n is the density of specie <_ at the boundary, v is its average
velocity toward the plasma boundary, and dA is the infinitesimal area.
For neutral particles assumed to have a temperature equal to the dis-
charge chamber wall temperature and having a mass "mo" the average











For ions this velocity is determined by the Bohm criterion (8'9)
and is given by
J Tmxq= (l + np )Vq
mi nmx
(18)
where q is the ion charge (coul) and mi is the ion mass (kg), and
Tmx, npr and nmx are as defined previously.
Since the integral equation used to define production rates has
been reduced to an algebraic equation in terms of average properties
Equation (16) should also be simplified in this manner. Because the
migration loss is a surface phenomenon, however, it is necessary to use
surface averaged densities and velocities based on surface average
properties to obtain
= ns v s A (19)R_ _
where A is the total surface area of the primary electron region and
the superscript "s" designates values based on surface averaged prop-
erties. Equation (19) could be made more convenient for use in the
model if it were based on volume averaged properties as Equation (5)
is. Equation (19) was for this reason rewritten in terms of volume
averaged densities as follows
Rp_ n v_ A/F_ (20)
where v•_ is v_(Tmx, npr/'nmx) and F_ is a plasma uniformity factor given






n v n v
F : _ _- _ _ (21)
'_ n,xSv_s I_ na v dA l /A1asma boundary.]
This concludes the mathematical development for the migration
loss of excited species, but some additional discussion and quantifi-
cation of the uniformity factor F is necessary before it can be used
in Equation (20). The evaluation of F for neutral excited states is
O,
difficult because it is difficult to measure their densities. The
migration of excited neutrals to the plasma boundary is however a
minor loss mechanism compared to the losses due to the conversion of
neutral excited atoms into single ions. Therefore F for neutral ex-
cited states can be set equal to unity without introducing a signifi-
cant error into the total loss rate calculation. In the case of ions,
however, migration to the boundary is a major loss mechanism and F
must be evaluated in order to obtain accurate results. For the singly
ionized ground state the approximation, n+ = ne, can again be used in
order to evaluate F+ using Equation (21). The uniformity factor for
the singly ionized metastable states was set to unity since these states
have a very minor effect on the double ion density. The determination
of F++ is based on the observation (I0) that the volume averaged double
ion density (n++) is proportional to the volume averaged electron
density squared (ne);_ It has been assumed that this proportionality








The third type of process to be considered is the loss of res-
onance state atoms due to photon diffusion to the walls of the dis-
charge chamber. From diffusion theory the rate of photon loss across
any plasma boundary and hence the rate of resonance state atom loss by
this mechanism is given by the equation
R_r : f DAnp dA : DA[anp] . (23)
plasma boundary
In this equation np is the photon density and D is the photon diffusion
coefficient which is given by








"T" in this equation is the average lifetime of the resonance state
atom, no is the neutral ground state atom density, and oc is the cross
section for absorption of the photons by neutral ground state atoms. (ll)
The second equality in Equation (23) reflects the fact that average
properties are being used in this analysis. The photon density has
been assumed constant up to a point one photon mean free path from the
boundary. From this point the density is assumed to decay linearly to
zero at the boundary. This assumption yields the following conserva-
tive estimate for the photon loss rate
R r = DA np /_f (25)
where ,:f is the mean free path for photon absorption (4---) This
no.': C
2O
approximation is valid whenthe photon nlean free path is muchless than
tile characteristic dimension of the plasma, a condition that is readily
satisfied for this case where the photon mean free paths are very small
(::'.f< .I cm).
Since the neutral density is assumed uniform over the discharge
region the photon density profile is similar to the resonance state
atom density profile and the following approximation beiween the photon
and resonance state atom density at any location in the plasma applies:
np = nr !; (26)
,,_ is a proportionality constant that can be thought of as tile ratio of
the probability that a photon will be "free" in the plasma to the prob-
ability that it will be "bound" forming a resonance state atom. This
ratio of probabilities can also be expressed as the ratio of the
average lifetime of a free photon (_. l_) to the resonance state atom
CnO_ C
lifetime (L). Therefore, i_, is given by:
1 (27)
Cno,_ C
where c is the speed of light and the other quantities have already
been defined. Combining Equations (25), (26 and (27) one obtains the
followinq equation for the loss rate of resonan{:e '_tate at(ml_, due to
pho(_,rl dil;lu_:,ion:
nr A (:':_)




Determination of Specie Densities
The equations derived so far in this section can now be combined
to determine the equilibrium density of each specie included in the
model. Equations of the form of (5) and (20) -- and (28) for the case
of resonance state atoms -- along with the values for the volume
averaged plasma properties and the plasma uniformity factors can be
used to determine the rates of production and loss for each specie in
the plasma. The steady state density of these species can then be cal-
culated by equating their total production rates to their total loss
rates. For example, the 63Po metastable atom density is determined by
equating the production rate of this metastable atomic state from
neutral ground state atoms to the sum of the associated loss rates due
to l) migration to the wall, 2) production of single ions, and 3) the
production of double ions, that is
* * * * m * nm vm A
no [npr Pm(_pr) + nmx Qo(Tmx)] _A- Fm
(29)
* m _ * +*Qm(Tmx)] nm* * P++' *_ m " * ^++'T** I + V-+ Fnpr (_pr) ++ nm[npr P (C r' nmx nmx qm ( mx)] ¥ "
Solving this for the metastable atom density ratio one obtains
nm , , * Om(T* ) { v_/-7-_Fm * p+ *-T = [npr Pg(Cpr) + ] / + (qpr)
no nmx -o" mx" [npr m
(30j
+ * + * * p++'r* " * ++'T* _nmx Qm(Tnlx )] + [npr m (',pr } + nmx Qm ( mx )
where nm is the volume average metastable state density and vm is the
average velocity of metastable neutral atoms toward the boundary. A
similar type of equation can be derived for each of the other excited
states but they are all as complex or more complex than Equation (30).
.-_,-----_,
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For example,the equation for the doubly ionized ground state density
has eight terms in the numerator. Eachof these terms has the samo
form as the bracketted quantities in the numerator of Equation (30).
The quantity _/A in the denominator of Equation (30) has an in-
teresting physical interpretation. It is contained in a term which
represents the loss rate per unit volume of metastable state atoms to
the plasma boundary. This term shows the manner in which the size and
shape of the primary electron region enters into the model. For a
large thruster ¥/A will be large and an ion or excited neutral must, on
the average, travel great distances to reach the plasma boundary, and
so the loss rate per unit volume of these species will be small. For a
small thruster ¥/A will be small and on the average the ions and ex-
cited species are near the boundary and can reach it readily resulting
in a large loss rate of these species per unit volume.
At this point only the relative density of each excited specie
(nJno) can be calculated. However one additional fact can be added to
the model, the requirement that the plasma be neutral (i.e., ne
= n+ +nm+ + 2n++). This requirement when added to the relative density
equations of the ionized states implies unique single, metastable single
and double ion densities. These in turn imply a unique neutral atom
density and hence a unique density for each specie considered in the
analysis. One must however iterate to arrive at these densities be-
cause a neutral ground state atom density must be assumed initially to
determine photon loss rates from Equation (2_). At the conclusion of
the analysis then the calculated ground state atom density must aqree
with the a_,sumed value.
23
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A computer program has been written which calculates the densities
of all the _pecies considered in the model. The densities are calcu-
lazed by using relative density equations similar to Equation (30) and
the plasma neutrality condition. The input needed to make these calcu-
lations includes the volume averaged plasma properties, the plasma
uniformity factors and the volume-to-surface area ratio of the primary
electron region. A listing of this computer program entitled "HG" is
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURESAND RESULTS
Tile model developed in the previous section will predict the
specie densities if the volume averaged plasma properties, uniformity
factors and geometric quantities, which are collectively called the
input parameters, are known. In order to verify the accuracy of the
model, data must be gathered so that the model's input parameters can
De determired. These input parameters can be used by the model to pre-
dict the specie densities which can then be compared to the measured
densities to determine the model's accuracy. The model's accuracy has
been determined by comparing the measured and predicted double ion
densities sinc_ the double ion density is the model's main concern.
In order to test the accuracy of the model over a wide range of
conditions data were used from different thrusters and operating con-
ditions. The 15 cm diameter SERT II thruster was operated with two
different grid sets and at three different power levels in each of
these configurations. Data were collected at each condition allowing
the accuracy of the model to be verified at six different points. Data
for the 30 cm diameter thruster were also obtained from Hughes Research
Laboratories (12) so that the model could be verified over a wider range
of thruster sizes, configurations, and operating conditions. Both
thrusters have strongly divergent magnetic fields. Their general con-
figuration and manner of operation have been des_.ribed in the "Thruster
Operation" _ection. More detailed thruster specifications, etc. are
(g, 13, 14)available in the literature.
Tile data rtathering procedure for the 15 c:.. thruster will be u'ied








Before the gathering oF data could begin thruster operation and flow
rates were kept stable for approximately thirty minutes. This insured
thruster conditions would change little in the twenty minute period
during which the data were obtained. Table I lists the conditions and
configurations at which the 15 cm thruster was operated at C.S.U. along
with those for the 30 cm thruster as obtained from Hughes Research Lab-
oratories. This table indicates the changes in configuration for both
thrusters resulted from using different grid types• The SERT II grids,
listed in Table I, are flat grids with hole diameters of =.4 cm and in
operation are separated by a gap of ,23 cm, The high perveance dished
grids are dished slightly to prevent the grids from shorting during
operation due to their thermal expansion. Their hole diameter is
smaller (.25 cm) as is their separation gap (.079). More detailed
specifications for the two grid types can be found in Reference 9. The
EM (Engineering Model) grids are similar to the high perveance dished
grids described above. The SHAG (Small Hole Accelerator Grids) grids
have an accelerator hole diameter that is =70% of the EM grids' accel-
erator hole diameter. This smaller hole size reduces the loss of
neutral propellant. These two grid types are described in more detail
in References 15 and 16. Table I shows, for example, that the 15 cm
thruster with the SERT II grids was operated at one co_dition where the
amount of current collected at the anode (larc) was 1.7A, while the
voltage difference between the anode and cathode (Varc) was 37.2 V and
the ion current through the grids (Ibeam) was 0.258 A.
The values of the volume averaged plasma properties and the uni-
formity factors must be known in order to calculate the theoretical






Thruster Sizes, Configurations and Conditions
Grid Type Anode Anode lon Beam
Current Voltage Current




15. SERT II 1.00 33. .180
15. SERT II 1.70 37.2 .258
15. SERT II 2.05 42.6 .272
15. Dished 3.02 32.2 .499
15. Dished 4,06 37.5 .654








30. EM 5.0 37. 1.0 1.25
30. EM 7.5 37. 1.5 1.76
30. EM I0o0 37. 2.0 2.29
30. SHAG 9.5 30. 1.5 1.74
30. SHAG 11.7 30. 2.0 2.30
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plasma properties, the primary and Maxwellian electron densities and
energies must be determined everywhere in the discharge chamber. The
plasma properties at somepoint in the plasma can be measuredusing a
Langmuir probe and analyzed using the procedure described in
Reference 17. The plasma properties at sixteen different points in
the plasmawere measured, for each 15 cm thruster condition listed in
Table I, using the movable Langmuir probe and associated circuitry
described in Reference 18. The results of a typical survey (15 cm
thruster - SERTII grids -37 V anodevoltage)are plotted in Figure 4.
This figure showsthe spatial variation of the Maxwellian electron
temperature, primary electron energy and the primary and Maxwellian
electron densities in the discharge chamber. The Maxwellian electron
temperature is seen to average approximately 9 eV over the primary
electron region defined by the critical field line while the primary
electron energy averages about 30 eV. The average Maxwellian electron
density is about lOtlcm-_ while the average primary el_ctron density
is approximately lO_0cm-_ over tile sameregion. The electron densities
and energies are seen to be fairly uniform in the primary electron
region but drop off rapidly outside this region. Using data similar to
that plotted in Figure 4, Equations (10)-(15) and (21) were evaluated
numerically by the computer program "PROP"(listed in Appendix B) to
obtain the volume averaged properties and uniformity factors for each
case. The results are listed in Tahle II along with the volume-to-
surface area ratio o_ the primary electron region (V/A) and the
thruster operating specificaLi(.,ns which are reproduced From Table I.
The a_erafle values which resulted fr_ml an examination of Figure 4
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agree well with the volume aw,,.aged values listed in Table II
(Tmx = 9.1 eV, :"pr = 29.6 eV, nmx = 8.4 x lO_?Clll -_ , npr = 7.0 x
lOgcm-B). F+ and F++, which are defined as the ratio of the volume
average ion flux to the average flux at the surface of the primary
electron region, are seen to have values of 2.1 and 2.5 respectively
for the case being discussed. The average plasma properties listed
in Table II are observed to cover a wide range in plasma conditions;
a situation which is desirable for verification of the nlodel.
The double ion density inside the discharge chamber must also be
determined. This can be accomplished indirectly by determining the
double-to-single ion density ratio (n++/n+) in the discharge chamber
and the single ion density. The single ion density can be determined
witil sufficient accuracy by equating the single ion dens]ty to the
electron density. The value of the double-to-single ion density ratio
can be determined from measurements o_ the ratio of the double ion
current to the single ion current in the exhaust beam (I++/I+), and
the equation
n++/n+ = %--- T_._ (31)
I 2?2
The quantity 2,'2- accounts fer dlarqe and Bohm criterion velocity dif-
ferences between double and single ions.
The quantity "I++/]+" _ .was measured u.,inq a mass spectrometer (19)
The methods urged for d._t<_ acruJi':,it_i(,r_ and _,nalwi_ usinq _uch a device
are described in Refc_,r__,nce _>(; fr,l _Jl_ ]5 _ ._>,i-_- data and in
R(f.ten(.e,-_"' 19 for the 3CI <_i_Ithru-_Ler. File re<,ults obtained are listed
in t.he last _-r_w oF Tab!r, If. T!_,<, .!,_,.,_ _:,.,m_iple, a double-to-sinrlle
it,I/ ,,.ti,'r'_nf r" I i _ } [ ' [- . . J ' , 'J _ i _ _ _ ' I I i ' _ ' ' I_ P-- [i .'.Pi,J }l V
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anode voltage case. The general t,_end observed from these data is
that an increase in power input (larc times Varc) for a c_rtain









The values of the average plasma properties, listed in Table II,
are observed to vary over large ranges. For example, the average
Maxwellian electron temperature ranges from a low value of 3.3 eV to a
high value of 12.2. Similarly the average primary-to-Maxwellian elec-
tron density ratio varies from 0.02 to 0.50. This large variation is
considered sufficient to allow a general decision to be made about the
accuracy of the model. Comparisons of the experimental and theoretical
value_ of the _^'_
., _v_ e-to-single ion density ratio have been used to
verify the model's accuracy because this quantity (n++/n+) was de-
termined experimentally. The theoretical and experimental values of
the double-to-single ion density ratio are plotted as a function of
propellant utilization in Figures 5 and 6. The curves labeled
"THEORETICAL" result from predictions made by the model using tile
"Input Parameters" listed in Table II. The curves labeled "EXPERIMEN-
TAL" result from measurements oF the ratio I++/I + made using the mass
spectrometer. The trends exhibited by the THEORZTICAL an' EXPERIMENTAL
curves are very similar and the agreement between the THEORETICAL and
EXPERIMENTAL values of the double-to-single ion density ratio is good
for plasma physics work with the average error being 3%. The maximum
error of 40% is observed at low double-to-single ion density ratios in
the 30 cm thruster. These error values indicate the model is accurate
over a wide range of plasma conditions and thruster confiqurations.
Since the model has been shown to be accurate in its predictions
of the double-to-single ion density ratio over a wide range of condi-












































Double-to-Sincjle Ion Density Ratio, in a







































Fiqure 6 Double-to-Sinqle Ion Density Ratic_ in a
30 cm [Jiameter Thruster
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reaction rates used to predict the double-to-single ion density ratio
are also accurate. The remainder of this section will examine the
model's predictions of these specie densities and reaction rates.
These quantlties are listed in Table III along with the thruster oper-
ating variables and the model's input parameters which were reproduced
from Table II.
The section in Table III titled "Calculated Normalized Densities"
lists the model's predictions of the normalized densities of the states
considered in the model where the normalized density of some specie is
defined as the specie density divided by the total heavy particle
density. Tile sum of the normalized densities for any thruster condi-
tion should therefore equal unity. Table III shows, for example, that
the 15 cm diameter thruster operating with SERT II grids at 37 V anode
voltage would be predicted to have 68% neutral ground state atoms, 19%
neutral resonance state atoms, 6.9% singly charged ground state ions
and .2% doubly charged ground state ions. The normalized density of
the single ions aarees fairly well in all cases with the I0';_ value
quoted as typical in the literature. (I) As expected the neutral
ground state atoms are the most numerous.
These normalized density trends can be explained in terms of
variations of plasma properties, For example, the normalized s:,nqle
ion density increases with increasing power input (lar_: times Var() to
the thruster in all cases. This oc_:urs because an in_rease in the
value_ oi the volume averaged plasma pr_pertie,, _atJ,,_._,, the rati_ ol t.he
production rate of ,ingle ion'_ to th__ total neutral (h:Tl',ity t_, in,.rea',e.
The increa',e in t.he ratio indicate,, a ',Inaller total neu(.r_l ,h,n',itv i,
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needed to maintain a specified single ion density and so the normal-
ized single ion density increases as previously observed.
The last section in Table III shows the calculated production
rates for singly and doubly charged ions through the various inter-
mediate states. These production rates have been normalized by the
total production rate of the specie indicated. The fraction of the
associated interactions effected by the primary electrons is indicated
in parenthesis. For example, at the 15 cm thruster's 37 V, SERT II
grid operating point, 59% of the single ions are produced as a result
of electron interaction with neutral ground state atoms and 28% re-
sulted from electron bombardment of neutral resonance state atoms.
The neutral ground state-to-single ionic state interactions were in-
duced by primary electrons 23% of the time and by Maxwellian electrons
the remainder (77%) of the time.
Thruster performance is determined primarily by the mechanism for
the production and loss of single ions. The production of these ions
is, according to this model, quite dependent on the neutral metastable
and neutral resonance states which are ignored in most other analyses.
The manner in which single ions are produced however differs a great
deal between the two thrusters. In the 15 cm thruster most of the
single ions are produced as a result of Maxwellian electron bombardment
while primary electrons are unimportant because of their low densities.
This indicates that for 15 cm thruster operation the primary electron
region is the important reactio,, region because it is the region where
high densities of high energy Maxwellian electrons occur. In the 30 cm
thruster, however, relatively high primary electron densities exist and
since the Maxwellian electron temperature is low most of the single ion
38
production results from primary electron bombardment. So for the
30 cm thruster the primary electron region is the important reaction
region because it contains high densities of high energy primary elec-
trons.
Table Ill indicates in all cases a large percentage of the double
ions are produced from single ions. This is as one would expect because
the minimum energy required to produce a double ion from a single ion
is 18.7 eV while 29 eV is required to produce a double ion from a
neutral ground state atom. As the power input to the thruster increases
the number of electrons with energies greater than 29 eV increases
causing the relative importance of the neutral-to-double transition to
increase. The least energy is required for the production of double
ions via singly ionized metastable states, but the densities of these






In the previous section it has been shown that most double ions
are produced as a result of electron bombardment of single ions. In
order to simplify the analysis of the "Theoretical Model" section the
other intermediate states for double ion production can therefore be
ignored with no significant loss in the accuracy of the double ion
density calculations. In the simplified model presented here the
approximation is made that the total rate of production of double ions
equals the rate of production of double ions from single ions. This
production rate is given by:
++ R++ * * ++ * * -++'T*
Rp : p+ : n+ [npr P+ (_pr) + nmx Q+ ( mx )] _ . (32)




Equating the loss and production rates and then solving the resultant
equation for the double ion density one obtains
* _++ , . ++ .
[n P+ (_Pr) nmx (34)* * pr + Q+ (Tmx)] ¥
n++ : n+ ,
v++ A
F++
The approximation ne = n+ can now be used and Equation (18) can be sub-
stituted for the double ion velocity to obtain the following equation•
4O
++ * -++'T* )1P+ (Cpr) + q+ [ mx
• *2 _ [-ne ne
J
n++ : ne F++ , _ , I
[Tmx q (I + n /n )/mi]_pr mx
(35)
The double ion density can now be determined for a given thruster
++
operating condition using this equation and the plots of P+ (Cpr) and
q+++(Tmx) found in Figure 7 if the volume averaged plasma properties
and the uniformity factor F++ are known. This equation will consis-
tently predict lower double ion densities than the complete model since
it ignores the production of double ions from neutral states and the
singly ionized metastable states, but this error should generally be
small. The error will be greatest for plasmas with high energy elec-
trons which can produce double ions directly from neutral states.
The last section of Table III can be used to determine the magni-
tude of this error for the II cases considered in this study. Since
the simplified model considers only the single-to-double transition the
error associated with this approximation can be determined from the
listed value of the percentage of double ions produced from single ions.
For example, for the 15 cm-SERT II grid - 37 V anode voltage case the
percentage of double ions producea from single ions is 78%. This means
that the value of the double ion density predicted by the simplified
model would be 78_ of that predicted by the complete model. Examination
of Table III indicates the double ion densities calculated using the
simplified model will agree well with the complete model's predictions
for all the 30 cm thruster conditions because in these cases the per-
centage of double ions produced from single ions is greater than 97.
!
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In each of these cases few electrons have energies in excess of 29 eV
(the minimum energy required for the neutral-to-double transition).
The simplified model will however, according to Table Ill, yield re-
sults which are generally low for the 15 cm thruster data (e.g. 30%
low for the SERT II grid - 42 V anode voltage condition) because in
these cases sufficiently high Maxwellian electron temperatures exist
to cause a relatively large percentage of the electrons to have energies
in excess of 29 eV.
The most accurate way to determine the values of the average plasma
properties required in Equation (35) would be to conduct a Langmuir
probe survey of the discharge chamber under consideration to determine
the plasma properties at many different points and to then use this in-
formation in Equations (lO) to (15) and (21) to determine average plasma
properties. The collection of the plasma property data is however
costly and time consuming. For this reason average plasma property
correlations were developed. The correlating parameters used are com-
posed of thruster operating parameters (e.g. larc) and geometric
properties (e.g. _/A). Using the Maxwellian electron temperature data
listed in Table Ill, for example, one obtains the correlation presented
in Figure 8. The terms used in the correlating parameter are defined
in Table Ill. The correlating parameter used in Figure 8 was deter-
mined by trial and error. The shape of a curve through the resultant
data points was picked to match the trends observed in the data points.
For example, the slope of the curve in the neighborhood of the low
Maxwellian electron temperature points is seen to decrease. This agrees
with the trend observed in the data and also agrees with a prediction,
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bound on the Maxwellian electron temperature should exist roughly in
the neighborhood of 5 eV (1).
The correlation for the primary electron energy is shown in
Figure 9. The correlating parameter contains the quantity nc which
is the corrected propellant utilization. The corrected utilization
was used in the correlating parameter, instead of the measured pro-
pellant utilization, because a better fit of the data points resulted
from its use. The propellant utilization (n) of an ion thruster
depends upon the plasma properties, the effective open area for the
loss of neutral atoms through the grids (Ao) and the effective open
area for the loss of ions through the grids (A+). The propellant util-
ization is defined by the equation
n+ v+ A+ not v° A°
- (36)
TI n+ v+ A+ + not v ° A0 : 1 n+ v+ A+
where not is the total neutral atom density. The primary energy
(and other average plasma properties) of a given thruster correlate
with the propellant utilization as defined above, but correlation be-
tween grid sets having different values of the ratio Ao/A+ is poor.
The problem caused by the utilization's dependence upon grid sets can
be corrected by elir,,inating the ratio Ao/A+ from Equation (36) and then
substituting in its place the value of the ratio Ao/A+ for some stand-
ard grid set. The resultant quantity is the corrected utilization and
is defined by the equation
vo[>]• = 1 otc n+ v+ 137)
_,tandard
_r-• - - 7
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Figure 9 Primary Electron Energy Co,'relation
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The open area for the loss of ions (A+) from a thruster is proportional
to the open area fraction of the screen grid (@s)(I). Equilibrium flow
theory (1) can be used to determine that the open area for the loss of
neutral atoms (Ao) is proportional to the quantity (@s @a)/(¢s + @a)
where Ca is the open area fraction of the accelerator grid. These two
approximations can be used to define the ratio Ao/A + as follows
Ao qbs @a d_a
A_-=(@s + @a) / _s-@s +@a (38)
If Equations (36) - (38) are combined the following result is obtained,
qc = 1 - .5(I - n) _s + @a
@a ' (39)
where the constant ".5" defines @a/(#s + @a) for the standard grid set.
Figures 10-12 show correlations for the remaining input parameters.
These correlations were developed by trial and error in a manner similar
to that u ed to obtain those in Figures 8 and 9. It should be noted
that the correlation in Figure II is for the quantity npr[¥/A]-l.5 not
the primary electron density (n ).
pr
It should be understood that the correlations of Figures 8-12 are
based on data obtained from strongly divergent magnetic field thrusters.
The average plasma properties predicted using these figures may be in-
accurate for other types of thrusters (e.g. multipole or radial field
thrusters). ThereFore Langmuir probe surveys should be made for these
other types in order to obtain good estimates of the averaqe plasma








































































Figure 12 Uniformity Factf_r Cc_rrelation
5O
Application of the simplified model can be best demonstrated
through an example. Consider a 15 cm thruster operating at the condi-
tions defined by the first section of Table IV. The corrected utili-
zation (nc) is first calculated using Equation (39) and a value of
68% is obtained. Next the correlating parameters are calculated. For
example, the value of the correlating parameter
lar c Var c) .2 I/3Ibeam Varc (_/A) -I/4
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volts'
used in Figure 8 is 8.3 _ . This value indicates the average
Maxwellian electron temperature would be 4.6 eV. The remainder of the
average plasma properties were determined in a similar manner. The re-
sults obtained are listed in the second section of Table IV. Using the
values of the primary electron energy and the Maxwellian electron tem-
perature one can enter Figure 7 and determine PI+(22 eV) and QI+(4.6 eV).
These quantities, together with the average densities, the uniformity
factor and the volume-to-surface area ratio for this thruster are then
substituted into Equation (35) to obtain the double ion density as
shown in the last section of Table IV. The double ion density calcu-
lated using the simplified model is 6.2 x I0' cm"_ while the value cal-
culated using the complete model is 5.2 x I0 '_ cm"_. The major reEson
for the discrepancy is that the electron temperature in Table IV
(4.6 eV) is larqer than the value used by the complete model (4.3 eV).
++ *
This higher electron temperature c_auses Q+ (Tmx) to be too large and
rest_l[s in the ov_r-estimate of the double ion density.
f51
Table IV.
Determination of the Double Ion Density Using the Simplified Model
Measured Thruster Variables
(15 cm Thruster)
larc = 3. amps Cs = .67
Var c = 32.2 volt Ca = .67







: 4.6 eV npr = 4.64 x 109 cm-3
_r : 22. eV ne : 3.51 x 1011 cm"3
F++ = 2.55 nmx : ne - npr : 3.46 x 101_cm "3
Calculation of the Double Ion Density
n++ :
(3.51 x I011cm'3) 2 (1.4 cm) (2.55)
[9.6 x 109 cm2 (4.6 eV) (1.013)] _
sec2-eV
0-7 cm3 s-_-E.][.013 (.55 x 1 s-_ ) + .987 (.23 x I0 "8cm3)
: 6.2 x 103 cm"3
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An examination of Equation (35) will indicate some general trends
which should be considered in the design and operation of electron bom-
bardment thrusters. For example, the double ion density varies linearly
with the volume-to-surface area ratio. Therefore if two thrusters have
the same average plasma properties the larger thruster will have a
higher double ion density. Equation (35) suggests it would be desirable
to reduce the electron density since the double ion density is propor-
tional to the square of the electron density. However, making arbitrary
adjustments in the plasma properties to reduce the double ion density
may have an adverse effect on other aspects of thruster performance
which must also be considered. An examination of the effect of elec-
tron density on propellant utilization will indicate one of the effects
such an adjustment would have. The propellant utilization previously
defined in Equation (36), is reproduced below.
not v o Ao/A+
_l = 1 - ----# (40)
n+ v+
The single ion density (n+) can be approximated by the electron den._ity
(ne). The total neutral density (not) is the sum of the densities of
all the neutral species and can be calculated using the equation
not = no (I + nmt/n o + nrt/n o) (41)
wh(_ru r]
mt and nrt are the total metastable and resonance states den-
s il.ies. Tile value,_ of the ratios in Equation (41) can be calculated
u_,in!i equat:ien,, similar in ic_rm t.o F_quation (30). The neutral ground
_i._te density c_in [le ,_l_;ul_tf,d u_,ing the equat.inn
i
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no = n+ (no/n+ ) : ne (no/n+) (42)
where the ratio (n+/no) again takes a form similar to that of Equation
(30). Combining these results into Equation (40) a result of the
following form is obtained. "f" is a function of the Maxwellian elec-
tron temperature,_primary electron energy, primary-to-Maxwellian
electron density ratio and the uniformity factor F+. The dependence
of the propellant utilization on the electron density and thruster
parameters is explicitly shown.
Ao/A + , , , ,
n = l - _ f(Tmx' _pr' npr/nmx' F+) (43)
ne @/A
One can see that a reduction in the electron density to reduce the
double ion density will also have the undesirable effect of reducing
the propellant utilization. However, if some changes in thruster de-
sign are made along with a reduction in the electron density the
propellant utilization can be held constant while the double ion den-
sity is reduced. For example, if a new thruster were being designed
one might double the volume-to-surface area ratio by making the
thruster larger than its predecessor. It could then be operated at
one-half the electron density of the predecessor allowing the propellant
utilization to remain constant while exhibiting half the double ion
density in accordance with Equation (35).
It might also be desirable to reduce the double ion density of a
certain size thruster while maintaining the same propellant utilization.
The propellant utilization could be held constant by reducing both the
ratio Ao/A + (which reduces the relative escape rate of neutrals) and
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the electron density in a manner that keeps the ratio (Ao/A+)/ne
constant. According to Equation (35) this would result in a large
reduction in the double ion density which varies as the square of the
electron density, The data in Table Ill for the two 30 cm thruster
configurations at 1.5 and 2.0 ampsbeamcurrent can be used to de-
termine if theory and experiment agree for this method of double ion
density reduction. The only difference in these two thruster config-
urations is the open area fraction of the accelerator grid. The EM
accelerator grid has an open area fraction (@a) of 45%while the open
area fraction for the SHAGaccelerator grid is 23%. Both sets have a
69%open area fraction for the screen grid. The value of the ratio
Ao/A+ can be calculated for both grid sets using Equation (38). For
the EMgrids the ratio Ao/A+ has a value of .39 while for the SHAG
grids the value of the ratio is .25. The change from EMgrids to SHAG
grids then allowed operation at a given propellant utilization to occur
at a lower arc voltage and hence a lower electron densities and energies
and as a result lower double ion densities. In this particular case
the double-to-single ion density ratios dropped from 4.4% and 6.0% to
2.2%and 2.8% respectively at two different utilizations whenthe SHAG




A discharge chamber model for an electron bombardment ion thruster
has been developed which considers metastable, resonance and ground
state atomic and ionic production and loss mechanisms. The model can
be used to predict doubly charged ion densities from plasma property
information. These calculated double ion densities agree with measured
values to within 40% for low values of the double-to-single ion density
ratio (n++/n+ < 2%) and to within 20% for the rest of the data. Cor-
_-elations, which relate average plasma properties to thruster operating
variables such as anode current, can be used to estimate the average
plasma properties in strongly divergent magentic field thrusters when
the properties themselves are not available. Singly charged ions are
produced, according to this analysis, in significant numbers in two
step processes through intermediate metastable and resonance states in
addition to direct ionization from the neutral ground state. Doubly
charged ions are produced predominantly via the singly ionized ground
state with direct ground state neutral-to-double ion production be-
coming more significant in plasmas with high Maxwellian electron tem-
peratures and primary electron energies. A simplified model which
considers only the singly ionized ground state in double ion production
can be used to predict double ion densities that agree with the
complete model's predictions to within 5% when primary electron ener-
gies and Maxwellian electron temperatures are less than 29 eV and 5 eV
respectively. The recent experimental observation (12) that the use of
small hole accelerator grids in conjunction with lower anode voltages
provides a means for reducing double ion densities in thrusters, with-
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The computer program "HG", which can be us,_d to predict the den-
sities of excited atomic and ion states considered in the complete
model, is listed below. The input parameters needed by this program
can be approximated using the correlations in Figures 8-12. More
accurate input parameters can be determined using the computer program
"PROP", listed in Appendix B, and data obtained from a Langmuir probe
survey of the discharge chamber. The computer program "HG" uses the
equations developed in the "Theoretical Model" section and carrys out
the calculations in the manner suggested at th_ end of that section.
Comment cards are included in the listing to indicate what calcula-
tions, etc. are to be carried in each section.
Values of the functions PY(_pr)_ and Q_Y(Tmx) are listed immedi
ately after the computer program listing. The particular initial state
(¢_) and final state (y) are indicated in the last twenty columns. For
example, the label "HGM-HG+ 3PO" indicates the initial state for the
reaction is the 63Pometastable state and the final state is the singly
ionized ground state. The first seven cards listed with a particular
identifying label contain the values for P_(Cpr ) while the second
seven list values for QY(Tmx).__
i,
J
TT r _- _r .
59
















C0_0N /_I NP,N_,TE_*_tP_INRG ,. H6
CC_hN /_/ UTT(_,P_},Pl)(_o?5)tIK HG
521), SEOP(2,_,21}, _XRI(P,P.dl)_ SFPl(?,?,_I)_ EP(_), T_(2), W(_),HG
7_)_ TAtJ(?}, XLA_(P), (}PP(b,b), X_(b)_ XL(3,_I0)_ PNE(bel0), SPiBHG





3/_0 OERC,_0MNw/NO HFWC_I_N_/N0 P_C,10_N_*/NO QE,'.IOHN÷e/NO PF_,IMG
5 *10HI hRC A_PoOI0-EV/BFA_ION,10h .I0_ _ 3P0 ,10Hb 3PHG
6_ ,I0_ 3Pl °I._ lPl ,10_b _O %/_ °_0Hh _0 3/_ _0HHG





THIS PROA_AM IS SET UP FO_ MERCUPY ONLY HG




00 Inl I=_,_ HG
M(1)=I(IM HG
00 I_2 I=3,8 H_
107 Z(I)=10_ HG
_ 1_3 I=P,a HG
1_3 TTI(J°I)=IOM HG





Oq 105 I=I,3 _|_
lO_ A(1)=l, H_
_G
RKA0 IH T_ INtc_^T_0 C_OSS _FC_I_N$ rib
I -- I_rIC_IR_ _a_A vC_ _IMAhY ELFCT_nNS Hb
_--- I_rICAT_ qArA FU_ _AX_ELLIAN _LFCTPONS HG
HG
NFUTPAI. TO SIN&LE MG
_G
NblJruhL T_ l_hO_l__ HG
HG
H_
SING|__ Tn DO_(F _G
HA
_EAD (_,I&M) ((SFIP(,]ol)°_XIP(,J.I)*I=I°_I),,_=I,_) _(_
H_





























































REAO (_,16_} ( (5_ m,','¢ I .d,_ } ,'.gAUOM¢ I oJ,_) ,K= I ,/I) ,d=l _ f ) , I:I ,_)
NEUTRAL TO PFSONAf_C_.
_ E AI'), (_, ] 6E,) _ (_Et>) ( I t J,K) ,S_(O_ ( 1 ,.J_F) _K rl ,_. L) ",J=l t2) , I=1,2)
VF'T,_ST_F,L_" _Tn_ To bT:vt_LF
iWEA_. (b,]_} ((5EC_I_|(I.J*K)_SXO_41(I.J,K)eK--I,2|) eJ--|._) tI=It_)
_-INr.LE _,'FI'AYT_r'I.E ro DOUF_LE
Rt.?,q (_,16B) ( (5_ l_'?(I,J,K) .SXi_ (I ,J,l" ) _K:| ,?l) tJ=l _) _ I=l t_)
_EA_. (_,1_ _) ((_['(_I(I,.J._,)tSx,_1(I,J,K),_-=I'_-1)'J=it2},I=It _')
51NGt.E TO SIN_LE .v.FTnSrAHLF






















_[?-kC_. P,F I_IPFFP_'._.,r PI_)_,}_Y V_;EPG[F5 DFSI:_t0 FOR EACt_ tLE'CTRoN f)EN_G
Dp-(_FI.(_'x] {)FI TA PwIN_,_vY C_,FhH)Y rig
KS-k(1. OF r_T_FE:}rNI EI.FCTwO,N _E_'SITIF. S U%ED PF._ nUN HU
IFL^,_=I NO I_,rK_Ul't._rIf)N F0_ _SS FL_;.w ,_TE H(_
iRFAD (S_14_) hD,NSeI'._V,II'LA(3
_'GIN TIfF m,N 'C,
flP:10.
ECtJTVAt.F_.T r)_';_' ai,F_ FO_ N_bT_._L5 _'.,::.CHA_f:,rD P,_I_TICLE:=. VOLUMF OF
pi_I_AQy f.|FCT_.(_N ,.'F'_|,_.N.NC)NUNIFO_,_ITY PAPA',FTFhS.
_FAD (5,141) (_PN,0_C_V(}I ,F|tF_
N0. QF I,!F_FPcx'T _%_, _'LOw wATI-S I}FqIR_'O
KC:7_
'VALDFS QF M




Ph _ U h;__' ! l _ _ t.,_.L Vr, I _1:_
_,,Al{vil[I ",_' ,A]T,!, i i t LT-_(.'q .')',-&'.-,IT',
I t { I I."_ ,1 } "(! I¢1 1"_
I'_ _,I I Itq*l" _ ) i _ . ] _ ' I !')'_'_} l_lf ;'11 !} { ['_ tl{3


























































































ELECT_ON DFNSITIE4 FC}w IrEnATION ON MAgS FLOW PATE






XNF (d.J) :(" LI'}FNS
EI.D=E'. L r)E,_S/1 .F I0
Ff'ICO[')F (_,la",II} VA,EI.DoTF. N'PeDI_aP
DC) l?t, II:l,_O
S_'V:O.
WI_II'F (6,145) VA_FLI)ENS_TE,IP,PF. 14P.a,I)ENR
W_ITF (_,,l_.b) VOL,OPN_OPCtFIoF_
T(I T: l . + l ./DENR
NP : E L r)[-'_ NS / 1 NT
N_:FLFF_5/I"_I / 0[-"N R
FF_,IL =pc). _ TEMW
CALL YINTE(_ (SJcO2,SFO?,I ._SLIMM,P._SUMM}





qE (I,K ) :_r)O o (,t.I,K)




gF (I,K) :SEOMI (J,[,K)
CAt L 'rlhlEG (';X,%I ,!.,St)_JZ,Pr, Sd._2)
_,i(79g=;Jfi./VA/;,.
w AL I. =w L (L%5
oA DMD ( d ) =Shin/ ( wL h.g5 ', SIJ_',.) * ";I umM)
_,.-II'V((5,1_,'1) r_(.J) ,r_aDM(I(J)
_,'_ I fr (6,1,_1)
',,,;.,'TTF (r.,,,}_ 3) Sd'._.,,¢SUi'.'
Si V=';f"V +S.b'_*P")%UM
wWltF (6_ l(_2)
v,aITV (6,1r, 1) wLO'_S_SUt_2,PP'S;J'42.SUHM,PF_SUMI _





_r) (?, jj, II) " (PAO,,n ( I ) _RAcjrO {2) )_'I00.





IF (II.qT. ;_) ).r'.]=(2.°%b(',.hl,ll)-Fi)('_,JJ_I_)}/[O0.
















































































Rt b o)'_ A_'JCE / {'IF I) [ _,/_t. _AIIQ
nO 117 J=I,Nu
IF (IFLA(),_N,L) GO TO 116
nO II# I=I,2
gXil,"):SXC)_(JtI)K)







CON r I NLiE
t") V_,= 3 3t)F,:3, /X|.AM (,J)
9,IGu_C:. l 1 P/hV_)'.')XLAM (,1) **?/T,,_U (.J)
Fq_--r (d) : ] . / ( x,Nn,_S I (;MAC)
_''I 0gS (,l)= I •/(_ .E I 2_)VA * (TAIj (J) *,_NO*S IG_AC) o°2)
_R(J)'=XSm(J)/(,YAI_L+I')ILOSS(,J)*Xbv.M(J) ÷S.J_N)
IF (IFLAt:).FQ.I) _,n TO IIH
CAIL YINTFG (_XnI,SEOI,I..SLJ_AI,P)v'RUMI)




IF (IFL^G.F'(_.I) (30 TO I19
ON OF STK(iLFINEu[PAL RATIO
vp:_0_. T ( TE )_uo_. }_o$)IE go (1..)NPIN )'*) ) I 10 O ..
._LO.gS ---VP/V A/F |
CALl gb4IT (.';XlI_tsFIIM.2oA,Tg,_)'._,I),E)
CAI.L YI+;TF(_ (qX)_.,%E_l_)l,,C)l.l)')'c_Pg'J:-l._)
FAwI,P IN f;IJESc) OF NEUTRAL (}I:_HSITY
o),)Pn = _,k I(3,,,,NH + XF;M
F _)',O)(= &)IS ( ( ,,'N P()- X),I [ ) /6)NPO )




IF ({.(Jpr)6,.C_T..03) G0 TO li_
noOU_)D (_TATF ATON hENSITY
XNO=)-I ))E_S/x'_I/10O0000.
_uITE (h,l,.',_) xhO.d)_L
St) (3,,)J, I I ) -" (q- ( I ) • ,,),v(,,>))(-'100.
%C_( | ,_,l,l t [ I ) : _NO
gll (I,,,I,j,I I ) -'_°'l(:')lO0 o
X_A=I, O0./(|i_n.*_-()( I. lJ) II ) *("[{P,JJ.[ [) )
XL ( I ,.l.J.T I ) = _'=I_ b/'-,,).
1,_0 ,J_ I .N("
w,,,It): () *l'_)) T)_(J) *'J..(.ll.)',,It (,J)
', ,TTt. (_ .lhl)










































































































wF, IIF (h,lh,"} ,_ALL,RHLqSS(J).ASMM(J),XPSMM(J),SU_M,PRSHG
TT:wALL+P_LO.hS(J) _.XSMM(J}+_UNM H_
AA=_¥ALI./T T HG
AH:XS._m (J}/T T HG
A C=qU_'._/TT HG
a D:P..'-llQ'4'_(J)/TT MG















SE V=SF V *SU_I _PI#SU'41 * TSUMl _H_ IF* TSS(_P_ IG















Sx ( I .,K) =5)_ I I'4(J* [ ._r_)








u_ | _0 (d) =5U'41 / (51]_4_. ,,_L05¢;)
_,,,ITF (h,,1%"_) T_(J),#AIMo(J)
V',_It= (h,lh3) =U_.'I,_'i_SUNI
_,V V : 5F V * F,H_, I _ P P 5 UJ'41
w.¢I TF (,'_,IaP..)
T T = aLcISh • gt_'4P
v,'_IT_ (¢',,I'_H) .'_A,A}_
r(_NT ] "die
_t (P,.J.J,II)--(_NII)*"AImO(I)"_'AI u(" ('j) )'_Vp_X_()_IOU,
XN_-_:- A | _.'r)( I ) *,-,A]RiO (2)
IF (II.(_T.I) X_,_'=/.c_^_"-Sr_(4,._.._'ll)/l _'}0.































































Nn I_ t, [=I,?
_1 :N.
i._; [)--- ( c, IJ_A], _'.')LJr,I,_' | ")tlf _ ] ÷1,'_ _,aJ ) /Wl ()c,,q
P_F.r_ICTInN (IF _',F_XT (_Ob_LF I(3N/I, LuTI_al i-O,_ hSl IN P_EDIcTION
OF krUTl, el DF'NqITY
IF (li.Fq.1) 60 TA 126
II ":T I-1
(b;2_ (P.._Q2(_-%1_ (h,,IJ. I I ) a ,01 )#P.
(i 0 f 0 I ?'!
U()r3T Ie-'bF
cl'.(ll.G.J, II)::PdO_X_O
';r,(;,J,J, I I) :,,g(J_XX_
Xl_ (), ,.iJ,I I ) -'-_';0_'VP° I ._ I 6 d_,_b:F),'_I O0 o
SO (6,.J,), I I ) =,_; Oo ! 00.
,_a]TP (_,l', _,) -';0
(;(I I)---PI_l_:hq
uN=F_ (lq,C)
_ITF (6,1_"_) %(,'4I'F'R%U_I '%AIM?'_'_'Cq_ud'I_'Uh'I'pN'_4K'b_;(SHb_
(_&"V-_ L V ÷%lJn'I.a,;._,c. U_. I +!{_.I_':l}l(e_El''!}'I To'_U'AI:!P_4_"(pl(4_pL ) 4)['_?SIIMIA
TT"C'l"l +',b", p ÷ r'-I':a l *:"(*hi_
6,_ :.4U_I /T T
A('--.TSI_u ] I r T
6D-P</T r
A_-:_d./T r
.,r:I TF (6,1_.7 hh,_AH,AC_A{)
'_,_'IrL (h.l' h '_l')(_S
FIEa_, CIJ_f:FNT
XX,,rX:_(Xl. (; _,.I • I I ) + lJ. ('_..j.J_ I I ) e,'. ) "_l .r.I--16_(3PC
T,,rl _'_';::(_1 (l, _,',I[)'_P_:*((I _P.,l._.ll)..',t (_,JJ.III)"._PC) "
!,r[ _'x.'_,/l'.!l ,_h'-
,.,_l,_. i,,, [ I 1 r. _)_




























































































CHECK FOP PLAti_A Nf-IVT;_ALITY
EP--hBS ((Xh'_*,_N,_+RNIr_)/XNI-),. )
IF' (IF LAL.,6 (,, I .ANI_.EP.GTo .03)
PI-_IN_(-,=P N ];,n_G* i)P
IF (IFLAG.NF.'}) (jO TO ).3H
CONT I_JUE
CO N T Ir,_UF..
GO 70 10S
C







































































O0 130 JY=I,kS HG
oYP(,IY)'=/{L(I,,IY,./Z}o,IPN_(XL(2,JY,.JZ}*XL(3_JY,JZ))oOPCHb
| )_I._,F-}6 HO
130 CONT IHUE HG
wPl [¢ (6,1h0} (PYP(JI<),JK=],,NS) HG
Cm 131 J_.=l,r:C HG
CALL ._ITK_t' (i'fP,_NF,NS,P.,PNO(J_),P',_E(JA,JZ)) FiG
IF (P_..FT(J,_,JZ}.Lr.O°) PNF(JA, _):0. HG
131 cn_,T I _,_uE HG
C HG
C CALCULATF N÷ ÷/N', HG
C Mr.
_n 132 IZ=I,NO HG
I_PP (IY, 17) :SO (_, I Y, 17) /SL) (4, IY, IZ) FiG
132 chNT I_:UF _(,
C._[.l. CHSPI. T (PP,.{,,f)!'I_,;,:,I('.-,PNh_C,X,I',7_I':I),NS,5_C) H{:.
C HG
C IkTFPPOLATION hF Ptt, S_A P_,OPF_RTIES ETC° FOP CONfiTANT MASS LOSS RATI'_G
C HG
_O 13_ IK:I,I3 H(,
r)n 133 IF=I,/d HG
133 Y(IE) :TT[ (IK, If) HG
nO 13" [_=],h'5 H_
O0 134 IF.':-I,I"O HG
134 DPP (IF, If")--SO ( IK, IF , IF) HG
CAI L C_SPLT (PtIO,I)PP,XNE._P._JE*G,X,Y,Z,ND,N%_NC) MG
135 C'ONT l_'IJE HG
f_O I_7 L:I,NC H6
PXP (K) :uT T (L _K) /PNO (L) HG
)._A PYP (K) -P[.)(L_K) HG
],37 CALL "_P"_ (5,p_,I_YP,I _?bIHL.,_L_,VI _VF,,(,)P_Ti/$).) PIG
13R CP,NT INUF HG
C HG
)._g Fe,R_,^T (P_, I_Iq[TF_;ATION FOR N*) H(&
|40 FOHuAI' (_'_-'10.4) _,If,
I':_ FC_"vAT (PvlO._*) HG,
14_ FCPuAT (161_i) HG
IA_l F_I_PAT (4r|l}.4,;10.; -)) HC_
1 ? ) H(_
?6.r-,) H(,
















147 FORMAT (/I/t_OX,AIO_5_,_J_ETA/NO=,FIO,5) HG
l_A FORMAT (|OX,FIO,5_IX_(F IO,5_OX]) HG
14q FO_AT (//_I_3HNEUr_AI. I)ENSITY [CH-3)=oE'IO.3_|0X_I_HNG. ITE_ATIHG
HG

















































TMiS SU_PC)UTI_" INTF_WP()LAIF5 I_ T_FT AIvIvAY ()PP TO (_ET
CONSTAhT _A_,S FLOW RATE (i_FT. dY PI',E) _,,_F)ThEN PLOTS














if)_ CALl. MAPA (F,,_,PP,I,MF)_F_I ,I_H,VI._V_,>,Y,rI,I)
PLOT OF I_ArA







































TME VALUES FOCRS 30






























wPITF (h,l13) XX CPS 370
_ITF (_,II_) X(1),M(1) C_S 380
D0 106 Ix=I,25 C_S 3g0
106 _PITF (6,11 =) PXP(TX),PYPKIX) C_S 400 •
wi_ITF (h.l16) (PNE(IA,II),II=I.ND) C_S 410
wPITr (H.ll7) (G(IX),PP(IX),I_=I,NG) CRS _20
CRS 430
PLOT OF UTILIZATION VE,_SUS 01SCHA_F VOWER CRS 4_0
CR5 _50
IF (I_,F(#._.hR.IK.E(}.13) GO TO i07 C_S 4b0
_0 TO III CRS _70
I07 I_ (IK.F_l.13) GO TO lO_ CkS 480
nO 10H L=I,?5 CRS 4g0
108 UTL(Ia,I.)=PYP(L) CR _ 500 '
_O Tn Ill C_5 510 °
10g O0 110 L.=I,P5 CRS 520
II0 Pn(IA.L}=PYP(L) CRS 530
I11 CONT_UF CRS 5_0
CALL MA pu (_PXP°PYP_]_5_HLeHH,VL,VH_A,H_ZI_) CRS 5_0
112 CALl. MAPA (_,PXP.OYPe[°_.HLtlIH_VLeVH_XeH_I) CRS 5h0
CALL MAP_ (_,PXP_PYP_I_2_+HL_HH_VL_VH,_,H_/_I} CRS 570
CAI. L MAP_ (_.PXP,PYP,L,_q_L,HH_VL.V_I_X,H_I) CRS 580
RETURN CRS 590
C CRS 600
ll_ FOReAT (//,?(_x,13MPlCKEO VALIJE:,_X,EIU.3,W_ILI. IA_P5) CRS @I0
I14 FORmAT (/,Inx°_10,2Ux_Al(_) CNS b20
)l_ FORNAI (]2X,F_.3,1_X,F11.a,lOX,E11.,+) CRS 830
I16 F0_pAT (/,Sx,10_FLEC.I)F;_S.,_(_X,FIO.3)) CRS 6_0







T_IS StJr,PnuTl:_F RETIJRNS -N_'JT- POI_JTS _,,l_IC_ ARE
ThE -INTFPP- DFGREE h,.it')M-x_Y-











SUBPOUTINF_ YTNTEG (S[(:uA,SIGNRG,PF, OP.-_ilN,P_,SUM)















































































SUP_OUTINF SUMIT (SIG,SGF,NtPPOPtTSU_,SUMS,P_SUMS) SUM
SUN
TRANSFEP ROUTINE FOR EXCITED STATES SUM
SUM
COMMON /_/ N_,N_gTEvP_PRINRG SUM
DIMFkSION SIA(N,_._I}, SGE(N_2,_I), P_P(N)9 SuMS(N), PRSUMS(N). SSu_
REAL NPtNW _UM
SUM




































SbP_OIJTINE AITKEN (,X,Y,N,K,XP,YR) AIT |0
AIT
_IT
^ITK_m IHT_TIVPOL. aTION SUgROUTINF AIT
CALL ING F.F(;UFNCE.,. AIT
CALL A I T_'Fh (X,Y,N_K _ XH, YH) AIT
X IS _ ONF _TMEN.'iTO_J_I ARRAY 01- IrH)FPENr)ENT AIT
VAr_TA_LF(I_C_CAglr_(_ O_+ DFCREASING) AI _
Y IS A 0NF DIMEhSIO4,H _W4AY OF {)t'PtNDENT AI t
VAPlARI. F AIf
[9 i_,_. C_F X,Y PAIhS _,IT
K IS _FC, wFF OF I_T_POLATING POI. Y_IO_IAL (MAX = I0 ) AIT
Xn T c INN_'P. VAIaI'A!_I.E A_GUMENT AIT
vR IS INT_POLATI'D _,Fgul.T AIT
AIT
AI r
TYPE, t}ImFNgIC}N AN!) LAHFLEr) COMP,_(;N 9[ATEI,,FNrS
DI_E_SIC._, x(N}, Y(N), xx(|])_ YY(I|)
_I=K.I
IF (x(_)-.x(1)) llO,lOl,lhl
I01 I_ (_-x(1)) In_,lOP,lO}
107 I_L=O
GC Tn llq























































If0 IF (XS-X(1)) lll,t0E,102
Ill IF (X(N)-XR) ll2,104,10_
I19 LL=I
LU=N









IlR IF (LL+KI-N) llq,llq,10_










I_2 *_ITF (_,I_3) (X(l),l=l,_ ')

















_.70r_0 . I_-'_-I 3
R.Orion , _,_ HF -1
q."kO 0 O . _,6,,_,_ -]







_t. OOUO . Iv,,_F-l_
_._..()O n L, .211¢--1P
4,0riO0 ,h _F-]_
5.0OOU .I/I_-13
_.oOno .i _I_-) i
_*c) O00 o l_IIlt--_ i










































































































































































































































































































































. 47 ul- -lh
._-_F-I'_













































































































• d t_ + - 13
. "t ,:,_, _ -13
.r_,,li--1 _,






• /.,._. -I I
.l ,.._-I _
o. ',I _ -I ,
10.bO0O . _ 501--- I k,H(i-HGh' 3Pl
13.0000 .k 33F- l _,HG-HGR 3PI
7.0000 .132F-13_G-HGR lPl
10.000,J .HI,F-| 3_G-HGR lPl
I_,.0000 . I 6L_T- I._HG-HGR IPl
_o.O000 , lq_F-I _H(i-HGR IPl
30.0000 .2/0F-I _-G-rtGR IPl
_.o.0000 .2?WF- 1 r'HG-rlGN IPl
50.0000 . _ZZF- I PrIG-HGN IPl
a.30o0 .31?_-I 3HG-HGP iPl
5.3000 .53_:'F- 13HG-HON IPl
h.3000 .bM_F- 13MII-HGN IPl
7.5000 ._i_ IE - 13h(_-rIGR IPl
9.0000 . 101F-12HG-HGR iPl
IU.b000 . l Ibv-I P_M(;-HGR IPl
I_.0000 .133F- [PHG-HGN iPl
t.0000 .86bF-l_HGM-HG,_P0
i0.0000 ._77F-I 3r_t_-HG. 3P0
I.,.0000 .91bF-I _HGM-HG. 3P0
_0.0000 .15 / E - l _,4{.+I'_-HG * 3 f-' 0
30.0000 . ? 7 Fi_--- 12HGM-HG * 3P0
40°0000 o Jb_. _- l P__H('k_,-HG ÷ 3p0
%U.0000 .k(}Uc-] _H(_-HG* 3P0
5.3000 ,378F'- I _HGM-H(;_3P0
t_.3000 .51 _E- 13t_(i,_-H_i* 3P0
7. c',0 () (J . (_90F- ] _HCiM-FIC_ + 3P0
c..0000 .90 k,F - 13Hhi,_-FIG ÷ _;>0
10.%000 . I I I F- I _hG_-,-i_,. 3P0
13.0000 . I _. 3_- -12_b_-MO, 3P0
7.0000 .3 ld V - 1 .:IHC.M-HG ÷ 3Pt_
lo.0u00 . lqhF- 13r_GH-FIG ÷ 3P_
1,,.oonh • I_tgF- I;?HbM-FIG ÷ 3P2
30.0009 . JlbF-IXtI,._N-HG,,3P_
,'+(l. 000O .3_ 0F. - I dHG_'4-HG + 3Pd
_,).0Uu0 . _.'}3F- 1PHGI4-H(; • ] P_
_.3000 .3 /hF.-- I ] HG N"-pI(., ÷ _iP _
h. _(ll)d ./IIF-I ]p_t;N_-H(.,÷ ]Pp
/.h00u .91 ll"-I 3_IC,_-h(,¢ 3o_
<_.O;*Ccl . I lbF - l P+.;_-I'O* 11::@
10.",000 .13_;-I_rU_-H(i, ;_pr '
13.0000 . I 7_F - 1 ,_M,_N'-_t_÷ 3PP
7.0000 0. H(_I_÷ H(;_"÷b
|0.0000 O. ttl,M* Ft(_,,÷%
1/'.OUOU (1. Ft('_ ¢ tl(:. * ÷ I'_
}_'0 . (1100 . G _')F - 1 '_ h(_P'_ ÷ FIG ÷ ÷{._
.]c,.OO0(} • '_')h c -1 ]_,H,I_÷ H(,i*÷_.i
4 _',. ',),10 O .ti'ft_--I ttl(_M÷ ll (_ e ÷ ")
_-,". U,_ct} . I/_F- 12t_(,t_. ti(_.*')
_.. ",(!t; J . J_ IF - ] ")It(_P_'I' HO¢÷ b
k. _'jt)tl .IIt,_-I._G','÷ H_..S
(,. _:109 .d"-/F-I#)_(,'_" I'IG'* c)
/'.%;]ii I .',ll_-l'*t_GIA÷ t'_(,_'*%
"'_ . i; '1 '" tJ .'If (IF- I gt_(_* P_(i" *%
iii•_.:_".' I . [ I tl:--I ir, l,_a. r¢O+a_g










































































































































































































p.hono . bs,_ -13
1 fi.r)(in0 . _'_F;- 1.1
I?.0,)o0 .I0_ -1¢
t), {J l_ e,i ti . IPIHF -13
9.(iUOu ,_ l'tl-. - 13
IP.o.)o(, .d,ill -) 3
I '_,OOc;O ,l'70t -lJ
?V.tlOtlO .1 13F-I t
"4 ,'.(i000 .hi?i-l_
G:i , OUr)/) ._:/] p'--I ti
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5. O'lii'l . l,'hl-- l
h.0,)00 .l _HF-I _
T.00O,i •144F-I
:qoS,Iqil , l_,_i-I 4
|O.fiuOU .1 .'*hr - 1 i
IP.._0oU , 144r.-1 t
6.0000 0.
I?.OOO,_ .l',{-.f-I {
111. c),),)(.i .1',?_ -I
P'_' . O _,' II . _i_-'.) V -l.t
44 ,()O/);] • t/ll --l'i
4 o fIF),li_ ._'*i_-],i
u ,(l'l/;O .I,?F-]4
i_'• ;i(JIl'l •'tl 1t --}'i
?.,_ _'_.i_ ,',,,',,_ -].+
l('.,I, ,;,, .l'l', -1































h • .7') {10
7 , t- i'l f_ ,J
q. 0 ,) 0 0
I 0. % tJ0,)
1 A. ij,j t;']
7.Obi)O
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<1 , (; fi Q el
I,I • hi) q (J
I l. O00u
/ . O()tll)
] n . ,'}q#l 0
i 4 .(iljllii
/ill ! f] .'!11 (t
71 '] • q :) )l)
,iCi , f) :ll ,)
I)U , II :} ,} Q
4• _ ldq
i • w J:''l




t @ i ,j it i
•LI¢,E-I_H(_M.-_G.,.3
• ;-_4 7 F - 1 4 t_F,M * - HI_. I, "]
• u,I IF- I _*HC, M*-MG**.t




• b53F - I 3hi,k_-HG *.]P |
• IOIV-I/_6R-HG, Jpl
• LhlF-I?.H6R-MG..]pl
• ._ _r - 1?_vl(:)_>-vt6 + 3p l
• <+O't_ -I d_(_R-H6 + 3Pl
• 27¢_F-13h(iN-HG.jPl
• '+Ih_-- 13_16tt-HG+3p l
•_63F-I 3F_0_-HO.3Pl
• t'+.#_'-I _(,N-HG*3Pl
•96, _- 13H(#P-HG .:.t_l
• I I Cb- 121_(:i,_-tIG, APl
• 1%OF -I _. Ht;)h'-I#l'_ ÷ 3Pl
• l_3_-lbH('_i-hG.lPl
.?ahF-I 3hhR-hrs. IPl
• o?..hF -1 .IH(_,_-I_. 1 Pl
• 1_o_ -I?HGP-I_u,IlPl
•_a IF- 1 _F_O_-Ht_+ 1 Pl
• 3?hE- I/'_(,I_-H(_* i P I
. J ?¢F - I?. Fit;I-t-l-it, + I P I
• lhPL-I 3_'(b#-HG*IPl
.2_br - 1 4_(,P-tIG+ 1Pl
• A;l,'_--I 3t_GW-HG.IPl
• b "1l F- 1 ;th{,w-HI}. 1ol
, 7}2['-I AI'I(DI_-ItGiIPl
• 41_;-1 t_6_-Hf,,Ipl
• 1C I _'-- I d:It,,_-lltl • I PI
• dOOF- Ji',l, l -I 1(3'.1i. I)
.d/"k-
o _SUl- -
• [ t,."i¢- -
,qt, IF-










• d "t'_ -
• { 4'_r -














































The computer program "PROP" is listed below. It can be used
to determine the values of the volume averaged plasma properties and
the uniformity factors needed by the computer program "HG." Th_ data
needed to determine these quantities is obtained from a Langmuir probe
survey of the discharge chamber in which the plasma properties are
determined at many different locations within the chamber. This data
is used to numerically evaluate Equations (lO) to (15) and (21) yield-
ing the volume averaged plasma properties and the uniformity factors.
Comment cards are included in the coml)uter program to indicate the
purpose of each section. A CDC 6400 computer will use approximately
thirty seconds of Central Processor time to evaluate five sets of data





PHOGF?AM PHt")P (INPUT,OUrI_,I;T,rApFs=IhI,urtT,ApEb=OUTPUT) PRP
PRP
TP[(; P_(_G_A_., C/_LCUi._T;';, THE AVFHAt_E PWnPFRTIES PRP
PLS-n_()ZAL P,_:_zrzm_ QF I_ANC;_UII, P-H)_E POINTS (1-CENTERLINE) Ph?P
PCS-ROS. OF qFSTPEO OATA POINTS IF NR .HE. _, PNP
PQSI-AXIAL f'f}_ITiOr._ (IF I.ANGMUIP PROOF POSITION_ (I-UPSTREAM PNT,) PI_P
NT-NQ. OF TIv_CFq PEP 51.-I' N,V-f',O. ,)F HADIAL POINTS PRP
IFLAG=| IF ()hE wANTS Tt_ PNOP, LICE A SET AF _OINT5 UPSTHI-.'AM ppp
IFLAG=? PrJI_.TS P_nDJJCED AT THE RAFFLE PRP
DIS-I'}ISTANCE FPOI_ SCh_-EN Tn POINT yr_i.hi--THF 6Er.JERATEO SET "IS TO PHP
laF PLACFO PRP
wC A TH-CA TH(_DI: PAOIIJ_ PHP
EI',P-LENGTH OF PHIMARY FLFCTHON REhION AT CENTERI. INE ppr
P,;P
OIMrNSION XNP(7?)0 7t.:t_(??), T(70), Z(tn), V(_O), ZI(?I), (_(2]), F(PPP
IP-I), TF'(?]), AA(_)q Fq(5)° CC(5), nD(5)t FF(b), FF(5)_ FNI,)(II), POPWP
2S(5), w(I]), PO.SZ(I}), YT(II}, YP(]I), YM(I I), Y/(}I), POP(10), AAPPP
3A(IO), VF(51} PRP
OI_'FF'SION AT(10), ,_/(?(}). ANP(TL})t hN,_(70}, A().[)_ H(|_)_ C(II), DPRP
l(ll), E(11)* VT(ll), m._(5) PRP
DATA A A, F';_,CC, r)Do F.E/_'5_0. / p_p
DATA POS /0.,l.l,?.?, }.3,_../ PRP
DATA PLS /0.,1.,?._3.,3._/ PRP
PHP
I_,IFG(_ATF;0 CRO_,S 5FCT[oIN5 FOR * TO ** PRP
PRP
PEAr} (5,I;_) (7I(T),F(T),I=I,_I) PRp
READ (_,1;O) (TF(I),G(1),I=l,21) pl_p
WHITE" (_,,113) (ZI(1),F(1),I=I,_'I) PRP
W_ITF (_,,133) (TF(1),c:(1),T=],_I) pRp
P I--F_.?8_I? Ppp
lnl PEAr). (5,1?_) N_,hT_IFI.ht,,OTSiRCAT_°F|,Ip PRP
IF (FOF(r-,)) 175.10?,I@__ PNP
102 NII=NT/Nk PHP
N_,=Kr) PHP
IF (IFLAC.,NF,U) NN=h.r)*l p_p
R_-AD (_,|27} (POSZ(I),I'--I,'_D) ppp
PRP
RADIAL (IIST_MCF TO C._IIICAI. FIELO LINE PNP
PUP
READ (_,177) (FNF)(I) ,I:}tNN) PRP
PRP
PEArl IN THE oNf)PERTIE5 PRP
P_P
DO 103 T-'|.FIT PWP
103 NEAr) (5,130) T(1),Z(I),x_o(I)tXNM(1) PHP
IF (NH.fP._,) (,() TO 10,_ pHp
Of] 10h I-'--l,_T,h_ PNP
kND=T *NO-| PRP
Ofl lO_. J:T,kNO p|_p
Kr,J.1-T PRP
YT (,_)-:r {,J) ijkp
Y_J(K) :X_P(.J) _,_,p
Y_,' (K ] -_ _ Hi'.'(.J) P,VP
104 YT(_(}:/(,J) i,wp
Dr] Ink j--l,n _,,,_p
I :,I*_A p_.p
CAll_ .',Tl_;_') (r'l_,rT,_..;,loO(',<(;},_r(L)) i,hP
(" ,_I I _I T_'FN ((JI 2 ' Yt_ _ r'" • 1.° H('}_" (.I I _ Ai'.l_ (I.) ) _(,0
CA! t ^? [,,,5,,_, (_"l "_, r' ,_.,,, } °w_.(.ll °A;,;_l(l ) } kwW
|no rA[I hIT_,F.% (Pl 5, r/, _.,°l ,_",_%(j) ,A/(l ) ) p..i}
10_ I (: ":-f _.t. p,,o










































































r (,J) _Ar (,I)
1 (J) -AL (.J)
X_:n (,;) -- A _sP (.J)
),1_ M (.j) a _ F._,_ (,I}
w,ITff (f ,130) ( I (N) . / (tl} , X_lp (N) .XNu (t_) _N; 1 tNT)
IF (IFLA6oFGo0) GO Tfl 114













CAI. I. AITK;N (POSZ,fTt_I),N,OIS_AT(I())
CALL AIT'cFN (POSI_YI,I_i),N_DIS.AZ(K))
CALL AIT_-'_J (PrlSZ4_'PthO_N,F) IS_Ah_P(K))
CALL ^IT_FN (POSZ.T;,',f:'o_N,OIS_ANN(t_))
IF (AT(K).LT.0.) AT(K)=0.0
IIc (AT(_') .LT.0.) _l(,_)=il.0
IF (_'P(_r) .LT ,0.) A NP ( "<) -v-(.i. 0
T_" (t_':M(K).LT.0o) Ah_,_(." _=0.U
C(_.N T INUF
RES_UFFI I_]G OF POINT5
Nk N =_',l)- l
X_ =P,NF) (_, C))
nC 111 1---Io_'_,'_
,J.': M'_ + 1 -I
FM3 (.I) :I* :-,i'_ (,I- I )
P(;S/ (.J) =_-'C(-,L (d-I)
g _',()( 1 ) =_"












_ P t,l_ -:A!.{' ( I )
XN_,, (..) - AI".w ( { )

























































T_Tg tq_d)irrF'4 ?.N ^_,,,^Y 01- F{_) AI" Cuq'_I/_Nr Z P,_INT%
P,_.--,J-I + I
i__-p f'ic.fie) oP T
Ctxti ^Ti.l-_ (li.,;,?l._°r(,J),t,l}
C_t I. AT r:..t-',] I,/1.vi?l..J+L(J),lF[)
X T- XINP (.J) + i(t'.f-'(.J)
TF (x_._,,(./lopt,_.Oo(l) ,._el TO lit]
T r I_-_I.(;+_HP( J)/X_',P/(,j)
_r_ Tr) 1 16
VF (J) =<" ;t+T { T (,;) *_.,HU _E'{'_ | t'_l)i ',4 )
,_# fv)--'X:,,iP(J) oxT'_F IoN
;,p fu) ='×1'_
('C (u) _-ll_i.4.:i'Xi'.,llJ(J)
i-':l: ( ,,4 ) : Jfi',:,, (.J) _)' r i_+i; l _N
fl- { _) : YNL1 (d) "i f T"it_
FF (M) _17





IF (l+i ,_$.',}'.l.n_'.l."d'.l) GO TO II_
('/ll { It.[ i' (i_(]<;,,_,'_,",:li"t2,i_'CAll-41H _4}
A ([) =A (f) -,_'_
iIR £^1.1 T_,T _< (_'q":,,l_',-_,,_l_',_,_'Nr)([) .H)
t I ( [ : )._
TF lFI _l..NF.].i_,t.f."iv.l) ,llJ 10 ll'.t
('_1 I _7Ti- ( l'f)'q _ll_lil t I_ ! >ll'l i _j I _#(_ li i" It _l I4 tI )
n(I _-i,l( ll-i_u
CJl. l_,l i' ( _"c_';> , ( ( , ' , "0t ' 7 t } _l() ( "[ ) i Hi
El ):H
'IF |f'-I h_,._"F ol.r,F'. [. _;_ .l) l,r) T,I 170
C_l _ T_, [1' ( IJ_ _ ('C * '' ' _'i''_ t ) I RL- Li T H _ i'_ )
C(l -el!) -i-o,,
t" #%I ?K1 ;2 t t-", ) ", 't f'( ' ,I " i iq_.' I tJ 'l I 'If) ( [ ) t i"l )
!) ( ! :_
I I" [l"l ti._.Vl-.l.f,._0l.'Jl'.]} hl) l'lj I?I
£_1 T_. T_, ( I_lJ% ,I ',ii,' , 's • "(u , 2 , kC ;'l I _'t , t '''l )
qll -f"( I ) -+o'
CAI ?*if_ ( _-{_c ¢ _' F t _'_! N*4 I (I I I-,%1i ( [ ) i II)
( 1 ::lw
IF TFI ',i.0'l; .1.l <0[.'ll . ) (,!) rl! l_J..)
C^l I ],_lt, (O_q,i F ,',,Lu-, ,i,C,'il'H,_, _)
_- ( ) -t. ( r I -,o.,
('A[ I_+ T_ ([I _,''_)t f II i'l 0 *'1#" I I _" I_Jl) ( i } ' I'll
Vr( ).-t,
'IV If ! ;,..':_" .] o'"_o I.',) • i _,,_ T_ I,,"A
iT l_ -VIII) - _'4
17"4 c+ _,t l'_l_t
Tl',T_ , i ,,t r ,, I'_ ' {'l, _ r 1( ",
i ,'it i 4_[1. , i ' _ i i' * .+! ''! 7,_





































I ' ;,','O ?'rio
F, ,._0 ,'i () 0
P)_P _ I l)
t,),, p .,f ,,_l)
l: _, ),) 14 4 0





C_L.I A I TI(F'h (_Q%Z, V , NO, ?, 0 .,) vi_H )
,qP =Oh1-t._
CALl QT_G (Pn_/,C,V,f'd))







CALL AIrKFN (PC'£/_V,._4),/)E_JP)(H " )
CALL AITKF_,_ (PO£Z.V,HO,?,0.0_RE)











_F=_CPT ((AP°h"I") /(| ._ [./(S) )
X_'=_qRT( (4_'" ^r,f )/(l.+_;))
X I',F= X P "X _._
CALl_ AI I'K_ _. ,,, T_', 2 ] . I .b rE _ I"F5)
C_I L aITKCN F.?I_PI,).,F/I,ZIS}
Ia=XP/XM
*$#ITF (f', I I ;_ r;A • q_ • ;_C, (;I_, (._E
,_hITF (r-.l ;Ii-' WX_._;VT
FINQ N(_._{INIFd._'ITY FACI(}_b
CALl. APFA (XN_,XNI_,XNE_P()_PO%/.tNII.,(CATHtVFIVtLA)







] r_ "_ FQ'_uAT (pr]n.h)
]?1_ Fe.#_T (|r))',P_IO._,?k),g.g)
]?q I-C;_wN, AT (3(I- _(1.,',.,,FI(1.'_),7_t'_)
131 FCmUAT (?X_ | LF"wP (C M- _.) =,k 1.1._.. _xl |IHFIM (CM-]) --,t |I ._3X,
|P/IX'_=_FI0.,_.._A. R,_r (r'V) _FIC.'_.3_. 1._-_''I. FN.(Fv)=.FI0.v*)
I_2 FC-'.'AT (lq_(. L_'i-lkCf. I'F,_'..=.I- ll..'0,'-,x, .,hVl' (('Mi)=.FI0.,,/)
£
f_r)
.-_iQ#olJT T_, F [,iT(. ( X . _' ,', I'.,. rH '-.FD _ [',IT . XP, YI' )
r








































I' I-' P P_PO
I-i,P ),*,hi]
i,ld; 2'¢ _ (3
_, I,' l) _htli)
{,i,_) /hlO
i _i'I' /() '_d
I ,,1' _h,.O




C,_I.I. FT_.rF PP ('_,Y,A,_+,,NI_ ' ,_l,J'-,l l),I"dl)
C.;_|.l _.TF I. (A.HqCg_.tI'-FI))
CA| [ hi I_'F-PJ (A.C,HIJ':I lJ, I _ r*XF'+YI_')
_(F rtpl_N
KNn









THI '_ %IJI,;._,';UrIN} CAI C'UI ^rF'_ [_F m A"_n t,(l_,,uNlt <}_'_II rY FACTORS Ah, A 30
PP._Y-P()IrIS (/) ()FF IP I", ,,_l_,r,t+_' F I_l.b t INK (F+,,_M _f'i+FFN ,'+_<[I)) nhh 40
Pi+P-P(_l_+I-'_ (,,} ')_FI,+I",(_ I-_I','A.,'Y F IFI I_ [ le,'F (F,,'qM C(-_NTFv LINE) AI_A 50
P:PP_-_,_(). NF |-_.<['._AI.'Y F [_L[' I [NF PLIINr% Af_A h0
IFL:'.h=I IF I o%':.F '_ AI'F ALl <_,..,_n FO rr, F cATr, uI)E POLE PIFCE ^h'A 70
_,I • PI':TANFF Tn HAFFt F FPCIP* '-)C,_FFN ^Pit RO
CXll-P(_INT W-FhF P_(I_,A,.'Y F IFI_I) I I".,F IP.,TFhSE(:T_ CATHODe- POLK PIFCE A_A qO
(IF IFt AG=]) A_A 1O0
F)I_.,v,'_<,lc_Y'_nrr.,(=), hlY(19), .,(II(ll), xl?(ll
I(IO). P_'Y(]q)'_ _(:))'_ /("))+ Xt,_l_(%)),,, XNM(%l_
_FL(II), VE?(II), v r }(II), vF4(IL)
hI-AL It,I?
KFI. AG=O
h'F l_ AF.= q
++_Aq (_,l_)/) NPI, F, IFI 4(;,(:I.CZU
CZn=nl
'_FAr) ('-,,I11) (_t'_,+(1)._-)_r(1)+I=| ,NwPF)
_Fr',T',_ ( AI CI'I AFT()_
(-_I._IjFFIF _..r, t_l._,SI_Ir_, IN10 C()c_I.'K('T AP I_AY_




'-": I I_4 + l
V_- I ("} :vF (1)
VF _("):VF (.l)
v$ 'I("I'--VF (_)
VF_ (") :VF (I. }
tTr[' (P') :_'-,r_ (&) .XNh_(.J)
XI _ (_') = X,'<,_ (w:) .,.x:'!:._( K )
XI_'(_") -'X_'._IL) *x,"._'(L)
lnl X I i (_} "-'"_P ( I I + xe'wP ( I )
_'_ I r, OI,T I,,F'_F AI,',._AY%
+wITC (_*llUl (xTI(T),I:I._,H-N)
•,ul Tr (_ ,I1(,) (×I?(l) ,I :I,_"LN)
_,,_IrF (,,,lie.} (_I _(I).,r=l._LN)
,..I,ITF (_ oil0} (<l,°(1),I:l,'d+"+)
^/:l).




,'+._.,,,'_., , T+ +: _ I+',t + ' _ I I,_'_
+ ' I _,' T I * ++u,,
1 + ( + . + ' , * _ + I " I e ' + / I
'v: t _.,;f, J.
<,i _,/ ,i, , ++
l _'_l _ =,T [_: "+ {; ,<> . , .' .'+ ++ , i 1++, ,,t,')
AI,'A L 10
, .xIi(ll). Xl.',.(ll), PPP_PA |?O

























































P (5) --P (_,)I_,
CALL AITI_q {I_TY_VEI_NL_N_YZ_V(I,))
CALL AIT_C..N (I]TY,VEP_NL_ItN,YZ_V((?J)





CALl. AITV, EN (OT_,V,J,N_XP,VEE)
YZ=Y_÷I_Y
































CALl. _ 1' r_FN
CALL A _ T_.rr_
CALl. A T f,_i-_































































































































CALL CHFC¢ (V,,,4,,_FI AG)
Q ( I )--6. pA_p',.'f)r_ (1 ) _P I I ) '_V ( I )
Q (2) =h. P_ Ik',,'r)1,,_(_) _P (.,?)_V (P)
O (3) :6. ?F,37v(" Tm-,(3) _*' (3) *V(3)










IF (IFLAC.NE.I} GO ro [OF,
CATMODFT POLl" PIECK F,ECTION
CALL ATTK_-TN (F).TY,,XII.NLNeN,CZU,P(1))
?.ALL AIT_'EN (OTYt.xI?,",LN,,N,CZU,P(R))
CALL AIT_FN (,)TY,,XI _,,'wLN.N,,C?U,,P(3)}
CALL AITKEN (F)TY:XI_,.".LN,N,CZU,,P(_)}
CALl. C_'4FCK ID,'*,|'IFLA.r,)




CALL AITFF_I (C_TY,V_ '_,b.'vLN.N_CZIJ,DV(3) )
CALL AITKE_ (OTY,pV_°NL.N,_N,CZU,V(4))
CALl_ CHm_CK (V,_,UFI. AG)













CALL C_FC_( (v,A,MFI. AG)




v_,= (Vhl • V,'.V2) I_.
AN:AN*_.P_3r'_W_Xl '_XN_VP,!
_RIT¢ m]T PF qL_l TT_
wAI"rc (f_,|'J'_) A_
• _ITF (_,.ll._) AN
w"..ITF (_,l]._) A2
_ _-" ; • _2 _° I .P/ ( [ I o X,'IF_{-)
wr-:TT._ (,,II'.I _-I,_-..o,._P(v































































































































107 F',:,_'Jt.T (2I%,4_ 10.4)
lO_ F('Q_aT (?X, ':,_I (r,,-l)=.t_l.t¢)
lOq FCP, P_^T (2X, t,OI_N_(-AIIV_ VI_t.I)CI_Y aXtJCaP,_t ATIO_ OCCI))_['.O)I5,
i IPi'9)
111 F_P,.,AT (i.,_'l(1.h)
112 FGP,.'Ar (?_X4 [ _.AN (C_P/C-_)-,FtI.(,)
113 _c(_v_T (3x, '-,_A_ (C'.4P.)=.EII._)










115 FC_;v_F (?X, 3HFI=)_I.._,dx) 3HFZ=)FIO.6,2_, 13MI+*II+ FACTO_,FIOA_A POlO
I._) A_A 2020




_k;.,_Cu_T|_'F-T CHFC_ (P_N,)NFLAG| CK 1O
fIIt._F_'iSIh"tp(e.i} CK PO
t_c IOl l=l,lv CK 30
Iv (o(1).r.F.O.O) C_O [t) 101 C)K _0
,_( I }---0.0 CK 50
_,,FI.AG=NF[. AG+ I CK 50
_" TLPN Cfl 80
C_ 90
E_O Ct_ I00
